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ABSTRACT

Texture Combination is a process of re-sampling a smaller texture image to synthesize a new texture with similar appearance. This texture combination is weaved with Steganography to conceal secret text messages. In this paper, a novel texture combination based Steganographic method in frequency domain is proposed to hide and send secret messages. In contrast to the existing techniques, this method generates a Stego synthetic texture of arbitrary size rather than embedding in the original image. This method offers an embedding capacity that is proportional to the size of the Stego synthetic texture. Moreover its reversible capability allows recovering secret messages and the source texture. The texture combination is performed in frequency domain making use of Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) which makes it almost impossible for a Steganalytic algorithm to defeat this approach. Experimental results verify that the proposed method provides various embedding capacities, produces visually good texture images and recover secret messages.

1. INTRODUCTION

The tremendous growth in computational power and technologies for the past few decades has spurred a variety of security techniques. Steganography, meaning covered writing or protected writing is one such security technique [1]. It is the art of hiding secret content in a cover medium [2]. Steganography is divided into four main categories having various cover sources such as text, audio/video, image, protocol and a 3D image [3]. Image Steganography is further classified into two types based on the domain used to embed the message as spatial and frequency domain. In spatial domain method the secret message is directly embedded in the original pixels of the image whereas in frequency domain, embedding is done in transformed blocks. The common transforms employed to embed secret data are Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). The ultimate aim of Steganography is to keep the presence of secret message undetectable, yet the invasive nature of the steganographic system reveals the existence of the secret content [4]. The major issues concerned in an effective Steganography are payload, robustness, imperceptibility and security.

Most of the image Steganographic algorithms make use of an existing image as cover medium. Embedding secret messages into the cover medium encounters a distortion in the resulting Stego image. These approaches have two main drawbacks. First, the fixed size of the cover image leads to more distortion if the embedding is high, consequently, compromising between the embedding capacity and image quality. Second, the distortion caused due to embedding makes it possible for the steganalytic algorithms to defeat the Steganographic system thus revealing the hidden message in the Stego image.

The proposed Steganographic method generates Stego synthetic texture, synthesized from a source texture. The size of the Stego synthetic texture is arbitrary, thus allowing various embedding capacities. The Stego synthetic texture is generated by processing in frequency domain technique with discrete cosine transform. The secret message is embedded by the process of texture combination in frequency domain. In reverse, the secret message and the source texture can be extracted from the Stego synthetic texture.

The organization of the paper as follows: Section 2 explains about the related work of the proposed method, section 3 clearly explains about the proposed method with algorithms, section 4 gives the information about the performance measures, Section 5 experimentally compared the proposed method with Kuo-Chen Wu method and the results show that proposed method is better than the existing method and finally section 6 concludes the paper.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Numerous amount of research works have been carried out in Steganography introducing techniques to hide the secret message. Quang Cheng et al., [5] reported an additive approach to transform-domain information hiding and performance analysis for images and video. It has a good transparency and controls detection errors and provided a survey on steganography and steganalysis for digital images, mainly covering the fundamental concepts, the progress of steganographic methods for images in spatial representation and in JPEG format, and the development of the corresponding steganalytic schemes.

Y.K. Lee et al., [6] suggested a capacity evaluation method to estimate the maximum embedding capacity of
each pixel. Imperceptibility is reported to be less in thistehneque. In [7], a technique called data masking is reported where instead of embedding a secret message into a multimedia object, the entire secret message to make it appear statistically similar to a multimedia object itself. This technique resists statistical attacks but has a processing overhead.

Yang Jie [8] introduced an algorithm for Image Information Hiding based on Anti-Arnold transform and Blending in DCT Domain. This method has a good imperceptibility but has only an average robustness. Jessica Fridrich [9] reported trade-off in steganography between number of embedding changes and their amplitude. The features of different transforms used in steganography that lead to detecting the information hiding are given in [10].

In [11] Cheng-Hsing Yang et al., suggested an adaptive LSB steganographic method using pixel-value differencing (PVD) that provides a larger embedding capacity and imperceptible stego images. But it could not withstand against statistical attacks. In [12] a family of stego-codes is generated from one covering code by combining Hamming codes and wet paper codes. This method makes decryption of secret content tough but not good against attacks.

Zhiyuan Zhang et al., [13] reported a two description image coding where the coarsely coded part is embedded into the finely coded part based on a least-significant bit steganographic method. But it has very less payload capacity. A high-capacity steganography scheme is reported by Liang Zhang et al., [14] for the JPEG2000 baseline system, which uses bit-plane encoding procedure twice to solve the problem due to bits’ stream truncation. But this method has a processing overhead.

A Technique for Image Steganography based on Block-DCT and Huffman Encoding is reported, which has high imperceptibility with minimum robustness. In Steganography Imaging System (SIS) wherein the algorithm uses binary codes and pixels inside an image. This method has an advantage of high payload capacity but suffers from imperceptibility.

Fangjun Huang et al., [15] reported a channel selection rule for steganography, with minimal detectable distortion for data hiding, by considering the perturbation error (PE), the quantization step (QS), and the magnitude of quantized DCT coefficient to be modified. In [19], an image steganography technique to hide multiple secret images and keys in color cover image using Integer Wavelet Transform (IWT) is reported.

Texture combination is an area of attention in computer vision and graphics. Recently it has also got attention in Steganography using either pixel based or patch based algorithms. Pixel-based algorithms [16] generate the synthesized image pixel by pixel and use spatial neighborhood comparisons to choose the most similar pixel in a sample texture as the output pixel. Since each output pixel is determined by the already synthesized pixels, any wrongly synthesized pixels during the process influence the rest of the result causing propagation of errors.

Otoriand Kuriyama [18] pioneered the work of combining data coding with pixel-based texture combination. Secret messages are encoded into colored dotted patterns and they are directly painted on a blank image. A pixel-based algorithm coats the rest of the pixels using the pixel-based texture combination method, thus concealing the existence of dotted patterns. To extract messages, the printout of the stego synthesized texture image is photographed before applying the data-detecting mechanism. The capacity provided by the method of Otoriand Kuriyama depends on the number of the dotted patterns. However, their method had a small error rate on the message extraction.

Patch-based algorithms paste patches from a source texture instead of a pixel to synthesize textures. This approach of Cohen et al. [20] and Xu et al. [21] improves the image quality of pixel-based synthetic textures because texture structures inside the patches are maintained. However, since patches are pasted with a small overlapped region during the synthetic process, an effort to ensure that the patches agree with their neighbors is to be made.

Liang et al. [24] introduced the patch-based sampling strategy and used the feathering approach for the overlapped areas of adjacent patches. Efros and Freeman [17] present a patch stitching approach called “image quilting.” For every new patch to be synthesized and stitched, the algorithm first searches the source texture and chooses one candidate patch that satisfies the pre-defined error tolerance with respect to neighbors along the overlapped region. Next, a dynamic programming technique is adopted to disclose the minimum error path through the overlapped region [23]. This declares an optimal boundary between the chosen candidate patch and the synthesized patch, producing visually plausible patch stitching.

Wu et al. [25] reported an image reversible data hiding algorithm which can recover the cover image without any distortion from the stego image after the hidden data have been extracted. Histogram shifting is a preferred technique among existing approaches of reversible image data hiding because it can control the modification to pixels, thus limiting the embedding distortion, and it only requires a small size location map, thereby reducing the overhead encountered. The current state-of-the-art for reversible image data hiding is the general framework suggested by Li et al. [22].

Recently Chen et al., [27] have reported a texture combination based Steganography, where the texture combination is message oriented. Kuo-Chen et al., [26] authors have utilized original pixels to perform patch based message oriented texture combination. This method is reversible and is more secure against certain geometric attacks and also produce varying sized stego synthetic textures, but this method is computationally complex since it involves computation of each pixel to obtain the stego synthetic texture.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

In this proposed work the embedding procedure considers a source texture of arbitrary size and is initially split into equal sized patches of user defined size. The obtained patches are weaved into stego synthetic texture in first priority positions. The second priority positions are utilized only when we are under running of the first priority positions. The resultant image is termed as composition image.

Source texture: Source texture is a sample texture image of smaller size that is taken as input for the texture combination process. Its height and width are represented as \( S_h \) and \( S_w \).
Stego synthetic texture: Stego synthetic texture is defined as the message oriented texture synthesized from the source texture of user specified size. ST_w and ST_h are denoted as width and height of the Stego synthetic texture respectively.

Patch: Patch is the basic unit of the proposed Steganographic texture combination. It represents an image block of a source texture where its size is arbitrary. The height and width of a patch are denoted as P_h and P_w respectively. The number of patches present in the source texture is computed as,

\[ P_n = \frac{S_T_w}{P_w} \times \frac{S_T_h}{P_h} \]  

(1)

Candidate patch: Candidate patch is defined as a window of arbitrary size with height C_h and width C_w is employed to travel along the source texture by shifting a pixel following the scan line order to obtain the candidate patches.

The number of candidate patches for a given source texture can be derived using

\[ C_n = (S_m - C_w + 1) \times (S_h - C_h + 1) \]  

(2)

Each candidate patch should be unique; else extraction may result in incorrect secret message.

First priority positions: First priority positions are those positions of higher priority for combining patches from source texture in the Stego synthetic texture. The first priority positions can be derived as,

\[ L_1 = \frac{S_w}{2} \times \frac{S_h}{2} \]  

(3)

Second priority positions: Second priority positions are the positions of lower priority to combine patches from source texture in the Stego synthetic texture. The second priority positions are derived using,

\[ L_2 = \frac{C_w}{2} \times \frac{C_h}{2} \]  

(4)

The second priority positions come in between the first priority positions. The first and second priority positions are illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image1.jpg)

**Figure 1.** Illustration of priority positions to paste in the stego synthetic texture: (a) First priority positions, L_1 (b) Second priority positions, L_2

Composition image: Composition image is an intermediate image that contains source patches embedded in first and second priority positions. Figure 2 demonstrates composition images.

![Figure 2](image2.jpg)

**Figure 2.** Composition images (a) Source patches at first priority positions (b) Source patches at first and second priority positions

3.1 Architecture

An index table is generated to record the positions where source patches are pasted. Next, the candidate patches are generated from the source texture by scanning it with a window of arbitrary size through each pixel [35]. The candidate patches are used to synthesize the Stego texture image. When placing candidate patches on the composition image, the area that is about to be synthesized is categorized into six overlapping regions, namely, ‘O’ shape, ‘C’ shape, ‘L’ shape, downward ‘U’ shape, upward ‘U’ shape and ‘L’ shape with an isolated part. In this work, once the candidate patches are generated, they are subjected to discrete cosine transformation. On the other hand, the source patches are also treated with discrete cosine transform.

For each candidate patch that has to be synthesized in the Stego texture, the difference of DC values of candidate patches and its corresponding source patch DC value is computed. The differences are ranked and this ranking is taken as an equivalent of decimal value of the message that is to be embedded. The process is repeated for synthesizing the area around each weaved source patch to obtain the Stego synthetic texture. The embedding technique involved in this proposed work is presented in Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image3.jpg)

**Figure 3.** Proposed message embedding scheme

For extraction, the source patches are obtained from the Stego synthetic texture with the help of index table. Once the source patches are removed, the composition image
can be obtained. The source patches are combined to retrieve the source texture after which the candidate patches are derived from the source texture. Discrete cosine transform is applied to the source patch and candidate patches. The patches in the composition image are also subjected to discrete cosine transformation. The difference between DC values of source patch and candidate patches are computed and ranked. The composition image patch with corresponding rank is matched and the rank gives decimal value of the secret message. The decimal values can be combined to extract the secret message. The extraction process, proposed in this work is presented in Figure 4.

![Figure 4. Proposed message extraction scheme](image)

**3.2 Message embedding procedure**

This section presents the message embedding process. The steps are described in detail in the following subsections.

**3.2.1 Composition image and index table generation process**

The input source texture is split into source patches of arbitrary size. An empty image of user specified size is taken and the source patches are weaved in the first priority positions and then in the second priority positions if necessary. In this proposed work the source patches are randomly seeded on the composition image to add security to the process. An index table corresponding to the composition image is generated and it contains the details about the position of each source patch. This index table plays a vital role in extraction process since it paves the way for message and source texture extraction. The number of entries in the index table can be determined as,

$$
L = \frac{ST_x \times C_y}{C_{2D}} + 1
$$

(5)

where STx and STy are the height and width of Stego synthetic texture, Cx and Cy are height and width of candidate patch and Pd is the patch depth.

**3.2.2 Candidate patch generation process**

Candidate patches are generated by scanning with a window of arbitrary size through each pixel of the source texture. These candidate patches are used to synthesize the area around source patches in composition image based on the rank that corresponds to the decimal equivalent of message that is to be hidden.

**3.3 Discrete cosine transform**

A discrete cosine transform (DCT) expresses a finite sequence of data points in terms of sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. DCT is important to numerous applications in science and engineering, from loss compression of images to spectral methods for solving numerical solution of partial differential equations. Discrete Cosine Transformation is widely used because of its high energy packing capability. Processing with the DC values naturally reduces the time complexity of the algorithm which may be high in direct pixel operations. The two dimensional DCT is given as

$$
X_{m,n} = \sum_{k=0}^{M-1} \sum_{l=0}^{N-1} x_{k,l} \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{M} \left( k + \frac{1}{2} \right) m \right) \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{N} \left( l + \frac{1}{2} \right) n \right)
$$

(6)

**3.4 Message oriented texture combination**

The DC values obtained as a result of applying DCT to source patches and candidate patches are used for computing the difference. The difference of DC values of each candidate patch against each source patch is calculated and the differences are ranked. This candidate patch with a rank equivalent to the decimal value of the secret message is weaved in the overlapping region of each source patch. The area to be synthesized is filled with candidate patch each representing a character in message. This process thus accomplishes message oriented texture combination. The resultant image is the Stego synthetic texture which is ready to be sent to the receiver.

**3.5 Message extraction procedure**

The first step in message extraction procedure is to recover the source patches and composition image from the Stego synthetic texture. In this proposed work the source patches are recovered with the help of index table that serves as a key between sender and receiver. Then the source patches are combined to get the source texture. Candidate patches are generated from the source texture. DCT is applied on source patches, candidate patches and the composition image patches. The difference of DC values of Source patch, candidate patch and source patch, composition image patch are computed. The computed differences are ranked and compared so that the ranks are taken as decimal values of the characters of the secret message. The secret message is extracted from the decimal values.

**3.6 Algorithm**

The steps involved in the embedding and extraction procedures proposed in this work are presented as algorithms in this section.

Algorithm: Message embedding Procedure

Input: Source texture of arbitrary size and secret message.

Output: Stego synthetic texture.

Begin
Step 1: Split the source texture into equal sized source patches.
Step 2: Generate index table and composition image.
Step 3: Compute candidate patches from source texture.
Step 4: Apply DCT to candidate patches and source patches.
Step 5: Compute difference of DC values of candidate patches with each source patch.
Step 6: Rank the difference.
Step 7: Embed the candidate patches in overlapping regions around the source patches in composition image based on rank that is equivalent to the decimal value of secret message to obtain the Stego synthetic texture.

End

Algorithm: Message extraction Procedure
Input: Stego synthetic texture and Index table
Output: Secret message and source texture.
Begin
Step 1: Split the Stego synthetic texture into equal sized blocks based on the index table.
Step 2: With the help of index table, extract source patches and composition image.
Step 3: Rearrange source patches to form source texture.
Step 4: Generate candidate patches from source texture.
Step 5: Apply DCT on composition image, candidate patches and source patches.
Step 6: Compute difference of DC values of Source patch, candidate patch and source patch, composition image patch.
Step 7: Compare the difference and extract the corresponding rank that is the decimal equivalent of the characters of secret message.
End

4. PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The performance of the proposed method can be measured as:

4.1 Capacity

The embedding capacity of the proposed work is related with capacity in bits that can be concealed at each patch and is denoted as BEPP (Bits Embedded per Patch). The number of embeddable patches in the Stego synthetic texture is denoted as EPC (Embeddable Patch Count). The total capacity, Tc, of the Stego synthetic texture can be calculated from BEPP and EPC:

\[\text{EPC} = \text{SST}_n \times P_n\]  
(7)

where SSTn is the total number of patches in Stego Synthetic Texture and Pn is the number of source patches.

\[T_c = \text{BEPP} \times \text{EPC}\]  
(8)

4.2 Quality of the Stego texture image

The scheme that is adopted for measuring the quality of the Stego synthetic texture image is Pearson Product Moment Correlation (PPMC). It is a measure of how well two variables are related. The result of this measure is in the range [-1, 1]. A result of 1 implies perfect correlation and a result in the range -1 to 1 indicates high correlation. The result -1 indicates poor correlation between the values.

\[\text{PPMC} = \frac{\text{cov} X(X-Y)}{\sigma_x \sigma_y}\]  
(9)

where cov is the covariance and \(\sigma_x\), \(\sigma_y\) are the standard deviation of X and Y.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed frequency domain Steganography with reversible texture combination has been experimented on more than 200 test images. Four such source texture images viz. Pebble, Metal, Basket and Stones which are of size (64x64) with pixel values in the range 0-255 are presented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Source textures of size 64x64 (a) Pebble (b) Metal (c) Basket and (d) Stones

The input source texture image is partitioned into (8x8) non-overlapping blocks and is considered as the source patches. Next, an empty composition image is generated with same number of blocks as that of size of the secret message to be hidden. The source patches are weaved into the empty composition image with the help of index table. The index table contains details about location of each source patch for the reference of sender and receiver.

This index table also serves as key for the authorized receivers. Index table helps in determining the free locations available for embedding the secret message. Number of entries in the index table is computed as described in section 3.3.1. The corresponding composition images generated from the input source textures are presented in Figure 6. We did experiments for varying size of texture patterns and the resulting composition images.

Figure 6. Results of composition images generated from the source textures (a) Pebble (b) Metal (c) Basket and(d)Stones Next, the candidate patches of size(8x8) are generated from the source texture

DCT is applied on both source texture and candidate
patches. The area to be synthesized around the source patches in composition image is categorized based on the six shapes. The difference of DC values of source patch and DC values of candidate patch are computed and are ranked as specified in section 3.3.4. The candidate patch with decimal equivalent of secret message is embedded in the composition image around the source patch. The process is repeated till the entire texture space is synthesized.

We conducted experiments of varying texture sizes, namely (128x128), (192x192), (256x256) and (512x512) and were synthesized with the proposed methodology for the source texture images shown in Figure 5.1 with an embedding capacity of 5 BEPP and 10 BEPP. The resulting Stego synthetic texture images generated by the proposed frequency domain Steganography with reversible texture combination of size (192x192) for Pebble source texture image with 5 bits embedded per patch and 10 bits embedded per patch are presented in Figure 7 (a) and (b). Figure 7 (c) and (d) are the Stego synthetic textures of size (192x192) generated from Metal source texture.

![Figure 7. Results of Stego synthetic textures of size 192x192 with embedding capacity 5 BEPP and 10 BEPP](image)

(a) Pebble with 5 BEPP (b) Pebble with 10 BEPP (c) Metal with 5 BEPP (d) Metal with 10 BEPP

Figure 8 (a) and (b) presents Stego synthetic textures generated by the proposed technique of size (256x256) for Basket source texture image with 5 bits embedded per patch and 10 bits embedded per patch. The Stego synthetic textures of size (256x256) generated from Stones source texture is presented in Figure 8 (c) and (d).

The embedding capacity of particular size of Stego synthetic texture image is fixed for all type of source texture images with a fixed window size of candidate patch. The source texture images under analysis of size (64x64) are split into 64 source patches each of size (8x8).

The window size of the candidate patches generated from the source texture images is also taken to be (8x8). Thus for an input image of size (64x64), the number of candidate patches obtained with window size (8x8) is 3249 as mentioned in equation (2).

![Figure 8. Results of Stego synthetic texture of size256x256 with embedding capacity 5 BEPP and 10 BEPP](image)

(a) Basket with 5 BEPP (b) Basket with 10 BEPP (c) Stones with 5 BEPP (d) Stones with 10BEPP

In this experiment, the total number of embeddable patches are determined with the size of the Stego texture image that is about to be generated and number of source patches.

An embedding capacity of 960 bits, 2560 bits, 4800 bits and 20160 bits are observed for Stego texture images of size (128x128), (192x192), (256x256) and (512x512) with 5BEPP.

For 10 bits embedded per patch, an embedding capacity of 1920 bits, 5120 bits, 9600 bits and 40320 bits are obtained for Stego texture image combination of size (128x128), (192x192), (256x256) and (512x512) respectively. These observations on the proposed scheme are tabulated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of stego texture</th>
<th>Count of patches in Stego synthetic texture, SSTn</th>
<th>Embeddable Patch Count EPC</th>
<th>Total capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64*64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>2560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128*128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192*192</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>2560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256*256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>4800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512*512</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>20160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The efficiency of the proposed reversible texture combination based Steganography is measured in terms of computation time. When experimenting the proposed method on a 32 bit Intel core 2 Duo processor, a computation time of 7 sec, 9sec, 13 sec and 25 sec was obtained for Pebble image of size (64x64) to generate Stego image of size(128x128),(192x192), (256x256) and (512x512) with 5 bits embedded per patch respectively. Similarly, for Metal image it is 7, 10, 12 and 24 seconds, for basket image it is 8, 9, 12 and 25 seconds and for Stones image it is 7, 9, 13 and 25 seconds to generate Stego image of size (128x128), (192x192), (256x256) and (512x512) with 5 bits embedded per patch respectively.

![Table 1. Total embedding capacity with the proposed steganography system](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input texture size= (64<em>64), Source patches (Pn)=64, Candidate patches (Cn)=3249, window size= (8</em>8)</th>
<th>Count of patches in Stego synthetic texture, SSTn</th>
<th>Embeddable Patch Count EPC</th>
<th>Total capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64*64</td>
<td>3249</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>2560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128*128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192*192</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>2560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256*256</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>4800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512*512</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>4032</td>
<td>20160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Similarly the results of computation time comparison with existing and proposed method for the images Metal, Basket and stones of size (64x64) are tabulated in Table 5, 6 and 7 respectively. It is evident that the computation time is far less when compared to the existing one, since only one coefficient per patch is taken for computation rather that the entire set of pixels.

Table 4. Results of comparison on computation time by Kuo–Chen Wu method and the proposed method with 5 BEPP and 10 BEPP for Pebble source texture image of size (64x64)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stego texture size</th>
<th>5 BEPP</th>
<th>10 BEPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(128*512)</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(192*192)</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(256*256)</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(512*512)</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Results of comparison on computation time by Kuo–Chen Wu method and the proposed method with 5 BEPP and 10 BEPP for Metal source texture image of size (64x64)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stego texture size</th>
<th>5 BEPP</th>
<th>10 BEPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(128*512)</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(192*192)</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(256*256)</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(512*512)</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Results of comparison on computation time by Kuo–Chen Wu method and the proposed method with 5BEPP and 10 BEPP for Basket source texture image of size (64x64)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stego texture size</th>
<th>5 BEPP</th>
<th>10 BEPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(128*512)</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(192*192)</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(256*256)</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(512*512)</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Results of comparison on computation time by Kuo–Chen Wu method and the proposed method with 5BEPP and 10 BEPP for Stones source texture image of size (64x64)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stego texture size</th>
<th>5 BEPP</th>
<th>10 BEPP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(128*512)</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(192*192)</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(256*256)</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(512*512)</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to measure the performance of the proposed Steganography system, we compare it with the existing spatial domain scheme reported by Kuo – Chen Wu et al., [31]. When experimented in the system of same configuration as mentioned in the above description, Kuo – Chen Wu method for Pebble input source texture image of size (64x64) takes a computation time of 385, 665, 851 and 1120 seconds to generate Stego synthetic texture of sizes (128x128), (192x192), (256x256) and (512x512) for embedding 5 bits per patch.

For embedding 10 bits per patch, time of 385, 644, 857 and 1126 seconds is consumed to synthesise texture images of size (128x128), (192x192), (256x256) and (512x512) respectively. These computation times are tabulated in Table 4.
quality of the Stego synthetic image obtained as a result of the proposed work is found to be in the range 0.8 to 0.9 which indicates a high correlation. The result produced by the proposed frequency domain method is slightly less than the existing method reported by Kuo – Chen Wu which works on spatial domain.

| Table 8. Comparison of Pearson correlation coefficients time for Kuo – Chen Wu method and the proposed method with 5 BEPP and 10 BEPP |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|
| Texture                        | Source Vs Stego image with 5 BEPP | Source VS Stego texture with 10 BEPP |
|                                | Kuo-Chen Wu method | Proposed method | Kuo-Chen Wu method | Proposed method |
| Pebble                         | 0.9992 | 0.8832 | 0.9974 | 0.912 |
| Metal                          | 0.9990 | 0.89  | 0.9984 | 0.8793 |
| Basket                         | 0.9982 | 0.805 | 0.9932 | 0.95  |
| Stones                         | 0.9915 | 0.9   | 0.9916 | 0.867 |

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper a reversible texture combination based Steganography in frequency domain is proposed. This method is built on texture combination and discrete cosine transform as a platform to embed the secret message. Given a small source texture, this method produces a large Stego synthetic texture concealing secret messages. Patch based message oriented texture combination is adopted for synthesizing the Stego texture. This method is reversible and retrieves source texture and secret message perfectly. Also the computational overhead is less when compared to the existing methodologies. In contrast to the existing techniques, the proposed method generates Stego images rather than using the original image which makes it robust. It is evident from the experimental results that the quality of the Stego image is also good and thus concentrating on majority of the Steganographic issues.
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